
Notes Math-1600-es31 2015 Otober 7

There are four main operations onsidered in Calulus: limits, derivatives (or di�erentials), integrals (or

antidi�erentials), and sums of in�nite series. (The last of these is not overed until next term.) Here we

will look at the �rst one: limits.

The simplest type of limit is

lim
x→c

f(x),

whih may be read `the limit, as x approahes c, of f(x)'. Here, x must be an expliit variable, while c is

a real number, and f is a funtion. (Often, f(x) will be given diretly by a formula, and the funtion itself

will have no name.) The value of this limit (if it exists) is some real number: as x gets loser to c, what

value (if any) does f(x) get loser to?
If f is ontinuous at c, then the answer is very simple: f(x) gets loser to f(c). More generally, if

f(x) gets loser to some number L, then the funtion g given by

g(x) =
{

f(x) for x 6= c,

L for x = c

is ontinuous at c. Formally, that is the de�nition of the limit: the value of the limit (if it exists) is what-

ever number L (if any) makes this funtion ontinuous at c.

Note that f(c) is ompletely irrelevant here; we are de�ning g(c) to be L, and we only are about

f(x) for x di�erent from c. It doesn t matter whether f is even de�ned at c! However, f needs to be de-

�ned su�iently lose to c; that is, no matter how small a positive number δ is, there must be some num-

ber x, with x 6= c but |x− c| < δ, suh that f(x) exists. (When this is true, we say that c is a limit point

of f .) This is just a tehniality, not something that you atually need to hek; but if this fails, then ev-

ery number L will satisfy the de�nition! As long as c is a limit point of f , however, then there is at most

one value of the limit.

Besides this, there are 14 other kinds of limits (so 15 in all). This is not as bad as it seems, beause

these ome from ombining 5 types of diretions with 3 types of results. The 5 types of diretions are

• x → c (as x approahes c),

• x → c− (as x inreases to c),

• x → c+ (as x dereases to c),

• x → ∞ (as x inreases without bound), and

• x → −∞ (as x dereases without bound).

The 3 types of results are

• L (a real number),

• ∞ (positive in�nity), and

• −∞ (negative in�nity).

Atually, there are more types of limits than these, but these are the only types of diretions or results

that we onsider in this ourse.

Rather than write down the de�nitions of all 14 remaining types of limits, I ll just write 4 examples

for the 4 remaining types of diretions and 2 examples for the 2 remaining types of results. Just to be

lear, �rst reall from above that

lim
x→c

f(x) = L

means that

{

f(x) for x 6= c,

L for x = c

is ontinuous in x (meaning as a funtion of x) at c. Similarly,

lim
x→c

−

f(x) = L

means that

{

f(x) for x < c,

L for x = c
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is ontinuous in x at c. (That is, we ignore what happens when x > c.) Next,

lim
x→c

+
f(x) = L

means that

{

f(x) for x > c,

L for x = c

is ontinuous in x at c. (That is, we ignore what happens when x < c.) Next,

lim
x→∞

f(x) = L

means that

{

f(1/x) for x > 0,
L for x = 0

is ontinuous in x at 0. (That is, we replae x with 1/x so that x → ∞ beomes x → 0+.) Finally,

lim
x→−∞

f(x) = L

means that

{

f(1/x) for x < 0,
L for x = 0

is ontinuous in x at 0. (That is, we replae x with 1/x so that x → −∞ beomes x → 0−.) On the other

end,

lim
x→c

f(x) = ∞

means that

{

1/f(x) for x 6= c,

0 for x = c

is ontinuous in x at c and f(x) is positive for x su�iently lose to c. Finally,

lim
x→c

f(x) = −∞

means that

{

1/f(x) for x 6= c,

0 for x = c

is ontinuous in x at c and f(x) is negative for x su�iently lose to c.

The o�ial textbook de�nes limits diretly using epsilontis (whih is very similar to the epsilonti

de�nition of ontinuity but slightly more ompliated), then de�nes ontinuity using limits; I have de�ned

ontinuity using epsilontis and de�ned limits using ontinuity. Our de�nitions ome in di�erent orders,

but they are equivalent. In any ase, the most important method of alulating limits is this:

• If f is ontinuous at c, then lim
x→c

f(x) = f(c).

This fat makes most limits trivial to alulate; but it s the exeptions where all of the interesting stu�

happens!
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